Abstract-This paper presents a novel system for automatic sleep staging based on evolutionary technique and symbolic intelligence. Proposed system mimics decision making process of clinical sleep staging using Symbolic Fusion and considers personal singularity with an adaptive thresholds setting up system using Evolutionary Algorithm. It proved to be an effective and promising system in personalizing sleep staging. This system can also be integrated with other medical systems to realize remote sleep monitoring or home-care.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sleep is an essential part that contributes to refreshment and self-repairs in our daily life. However, the prevalence of sleep disorders is approximate to 10% of the population [1] , including sleep apnea, insomnia and so on. Sleep disorders deteriorate quality of life [2] and become a significant cause of morbidity and mortality [3] , [4] . Therefore, it is crucial to diagnose and treat sleep disorders in time. That's why a clinical sleep analysis is needed and sleep staging is its fundamental step.
Polysomnography (PSG) is the gold standard diagnostic test for sleep disorders. It consists in recording different physiological signals during a sleep period. Resulting curves are visual analysed by sleep experts who assess sleep cycles using a subset of the PSG signals (brain activity (3 derivations EEG), eyes movement (2 EOG) and chin muscle tone (1 EMG)). Guidelines for the visual scoring of sleep and associated events have been defined by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) [5] . Five sleep stages are defined : W (Wakefulness), N1, N2, N3 and REM (Rapid Eye Movements). The whole recording is divided in 30-seconds epochs. Each epoch should be assigned to a sleep stage. Each sleep stage is defined by rules based on a list of criteria, combining the observation of specific visual patterns on the PSG signals. AASM guidelines provide definitions of sleep events and rules to score sleep stages. Visual patterns to identify sleep stages are defined by frequency ranges, amplitude, or other parameters that can be measured on the signals using standard signal processing methods. Although guidelines have been published to explain how to score sleep carole.philippe@aphp.fr in general situation, it has been shown that a variability between subjects in the shape of recording waves exist [6] .
Visual scoring of sleep stages is a tedious and timeconsuming task. The inter and intra scorers variability is a real issue [7] , although partially solved by the publication of international guidelines. However, it is still acknowledged that scoring practices need to be improved [8] . To support it, automatic sleep staging methods have gained a wide spread attention in researches. However, the automated systems that on the market are not accurate enough to make the sleep expert sufficiently confident in their use. How to win the trust of the sleep expert ? The symbolic fusion is a decision method to abstract scattered raw data to build a rich knowledge. Symbolic fusion can be conducted through the 3-levels framework designed by B. Dasarathy [9] : data level, features level and decision level. As a decision support method, symbolic fusion is faithful to the decision-making process of AASM manual. For each sleep stage, visual patterns should be extracted from the data, that correspond to one or more of the criteria of the AASM. Visual patterns are then combined, according to AASM rules, to take a decision about the sleep stage to assign to an epoch. An automatic sleep staging approach based on symbolic fusion has been proposed in [10] . The solution proposed by the authors still have some limitations. Some AASM criteria need to be added and fusion strategies need to be adapted to the new patterns within the symbolic fusion structure. This is due to the fact that the default symbolic fusion is still not enough « smart » to take into account the uniqueness of the person. In order to do that, an additional module should be developed.
Differential Evolution (DE) is a popular and efficient method of evolutionary algorithm which has been successfully applied to solve multi-parameter problems in diverse domains like mechanical engineering design or chemical engineering [11] . It owns many advantages : 1) DE can mimic natural biological evolution and provide a fast and stable convergence ; 2) It is less sensitive to initial population ; 3) It is a parallel search method ; and 4) It can improve fitness function value iteratively.
In this paper we proposed a method to personalize the sleep staging using the symbolic fusion and differential evolution. We modified the Dasarathy symbolic structure by introducing an additional personalization module based on evolutionary algorithm between the Data and Feature level. This paper is organized as follows. Next section describes the limitations of symbolic fusion and presents a method to personalize sleep staging. Followed by results and comparison with the symbolic fusion proposed in [10] . Lastly, discussion and conclusion are provided.
II. METHODS
Before describing the evolutionary algorithm and explaining its implementation in the symbolic fusion, a quick overview on the limitations of symbolic fusion to personalize the sleep staging is presented.
A. Sleep Staging by Symbolic Fusion
An existing system based on symbolic fusion has been designed to realize classification of sleep stages [10] . This method uses the three-level architecture defined by B. Dasarathy to abstract data. Figure 1 presents the architecture of symbolic fusion : data fusion, feature fusion and decision fusion. In data fusion, time-domain analysis, frequency-domain analysis, and non-linear analysis have been applied to maximize the useful information and to minimize noise and artifacts. Nine digital parameters were extracted as shown in data fusion section in Figure 1 . In feature fusion, digital parameters were transformed into feature parameters. In decision fusion, inference method is used to fulfill sleep staging on the basis of feature parameters. The link between digital and feature parameters is explained via thresholds in Table I .
However, visually interpretation is needed to perform thresholds setting-up before the feature fusion. These thresholds are used to differentiate the boundary of different feature parameters. The boundary for low, middle or high feature is determined by a visual setting of threshold for digital parameter. Total 15 thresholds are defined for translating nine digital parameters into 24 feature parameters. In this paper, an Adaptive Thresholds Setting Up (ATSU) system is proposed to automatically provide optimal values of thresholds.
B. Personalized Sleep Staging Workflow
In order to personalize the automatic sleep staging, we propose an ATSU system to set up the thresholds automatically using Evolutionary Algorithm. This algorithm is adopted because of its robustness and ability in searching and discovering combinatorial thresholds [12] . With the feasibility of evolutionary technique and the elasticity of symbolic intelligence, steps of the new workflow of sleep stages detection is shown in Figure 2 ; details of ATSU system architecture are shown in Figure 3 . The ATSU has the digital parameters extracted from the PSG signals as input, a first sleep detection by feature and decision fusion is made only on a subset of the epochs with a default value of the thresholds regardless of the person. The same epochs subset is also scored by the sleep expert. Then we compare the result of the first partial symbolic fusion with the sleep expert scoring and an assessment is made in the « Assessment of Automatic Sleep Staging » block. If the assessment is positive, the thresholds can be used for full sleep staging analysis by the feature and decision fusion. If the assessment is negative, we need to find new values of the thresholds in order to fit as much as possible to the partial sleep expert scoring. This is performed in the « Threshold Setting Up » block by an Evolutionary Algorithm. Once the new values of thresholds are generated, a new threshold adaptation cycle will start. Details are described in the following paragraph.
1) Differential Evolution Algorithm and Assessment of Automatic Sleep Staging Specification: Before using an evolutionary algorithm to optimize a set of values, it is necessary to define the population that will be used. Our population is composed of NP individuals, each described by a D-dimensional vector. In this work we used the classical strategy that is commonly noted DE/rand/1/bin. « rand » specifies that the vector to be mutated is selected randomly, « 1 » is the number of pairs of individuals used in construction of mutation vector, « bin » is the crossover scheme. Details of DE for ATSU are described as follows.
Initial population generation The initial population x i,G , i = 1, 2, ..., N P is generated randomly and is composed of 15-dimensional individuals which corresponds to 15 thresholds. Three different population sizes (NP=60, 90, 120) are compared with the analysis provided in Section III-B. Generation G is set to 50, which means if termination condition does not reach within 50 loops, it will terminate and provide the best threshold combination of the 50 th generation.
Fitness function evaluation F-Measure is used as the fitness function in this study and is evaluated in the Assessment Automatic Sleep Staging block. F-Measure balances both precision and recall as shown in Equation 1. Pr and Re represents Precision and Recall, respectively. Precision equals to (Tp/(Tp + Fp)) and Recall equals to (Tp/(Tp + Fn)). The parameters TP, FN, and FP are respectively True Positives, False Negatives, and False Positives, which are used to quantify the quality of classification results.
Check termination conditions The process terminates if the fitness function reaches a desired value(F-Measure=0.92, e.g as shown in Figure 4) . Otherwise, the process continues on the mutation, crossover and selection.
Mutation A mutated population is generated, that will be used for crossover. Mutation uses the Equation 2. v i,G+1 is the i th individual of the mutated population of G+1 generation. The formula explains how to generate mutated individual v i,G+1 from 3 randomly selected individual in previous generation. Mutation Factor F is used to control the amplification of the differential variation (x r2,G − x r3,G ). r1, r2, r3 are randomly selected in [1, NP] .
Crossover Crossover is used to decide if the j th parameter of i th individual of the crossed-over population should be mutated or not. Two kinds of random values are generated : random value j r (i) is a position generated for i th individual indicating that the j r (i) th parameter of the i th individual will be mutated ; random value rb (i, j) is used to decide if the j th parameter of i th individual is mutated or not as shown in Equation 3 . 1, 15] ) ; -G is the generation. Selection Greedy criterion is used to decide whether an individual will be a member of next generation. The crossedover individual is selected if the value of its fitness function is higher in comparison to fitness value of the initial individual, otherwise the initial individual is selected. In our case, the fitness function is the F-Measure f. This is formalized in Equation 4.
III. RESULTS
A. Subjects and Recordings
Overnight PSG signals were recorded from 12 subjects (2 males and 10 females) ranging from 26 to 67 years old (mean = 53.42 years, std = 14 years) in Tenon hospital. PSG recordings of EEG, EOG and EMG were segmented into 30s epoch and manually scored by experts into five different stages : W, N1, N2, and N3 and REM according to AASM manual.
B. ATSU Evaluation
For each subject, 20% of the total epochs were randomly selected as a set and uniformly distributed in different stages to be the take into account during the ATSU. With this epochs selection, a population size of 90 for DE is used for adaptive thresholds selection. Figure 4 shows maximum F-Measure of Stage N3 in each generation with population sizes of 60, 90 and 120. Faster convergence is achieved with increase in the population size at the cost of greater computational complexity. Population size of 90 provides optimum between accuracy and computational complexity. We compared the F-Measure between the two sleep staging systems using symbolic fusion, one with a manual setting-up of thresholds and another with an automatic method based on the DE which can realize personalized sleep staging. In Table II These results are encouraging and prove the feasibility of a Personalized Sleep Staging System to help sleep experts in the PSG analysis. In this paper, we don't evaluate the accuracy of the symbolic fusion itself ( as already mentioned the symbolic fusion for sleep staging presented in [10] is still incomplete). With these results we prove how to make automatic sleep staging using the symbolic fusion according to AASM and taking into account the personal singularity based on differential evolution.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the literature there are few works that try to validate an automated sleep staging system according to the AASM and the experience of sleep experts. Symbolic fusion and evolutionary algorithm proved to be a promising approach to help the experts in the PSG analysis. A new way to do PSG is proposed, Figure 5 shows the new workflow for personalized sleep staging and its possible use to help experts. Only a few number of epochs need to be analysed by expert instead of overall PSG examen ; and the remaining epochs are ananlysed by the automated sleep staging system. Moreover, an evolutionary algorithm is implemented in order to take into account the personal singularity. The combination of evolutionary technique and symbolic intelligence proposed in Personalized Sleep Staging System supplements the shortcomings of symbolic fusion and overcomes personal singularity limitation. This is a first proof of concept, for the further work, we need to define an effective way to choose the good number of generations in order to optimize the computational time for the thresholds setting up (e.g. for G=50 we have 37.81 sec with a Intel Core 5@1.6 GHz and 4 GB of RAM). We also need to understand, with the sleep experts, more efficient way to choose the optimal epochs for the partial clinical sleep staging.
